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Strong bias in the bacterial CRISPR elements
that confer immunity to phage
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Rodolphe Barrangou2 & Jillian F. Banfield1

Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)–Cas systems provide

adaptive immunity against phage via spacer-encoded CRISPR RNAs that are complementary

to invasive nucleic acids. Here, we challenge Streptococcus thermophilus with a bacteriophage,

and used PCR-based metagenomics to monitor phage-derived spacers daily for 15 days in two

experiments. Spacers that target the host chromosome are infrequent and strongly selected

against, suggesting autoimmunity is lethal. In experiments that recover over half a million

spacers, we observe early dominance by a few spacer sub-populations and rapid oscillations

in sub-population abundances. In two CRISPR systems and in replicate experiments, a few

spacers account for the majority of spacer sequences. Nearly all phage locations targeted

by the acquired spacers have a proto-spacer adjacent motif (PAM), indicating PAMs are

involved in spacer acquisition. We detect a strong and reproducible bias in the phage genome

locations from which spacers derive. This may reflect selection for specific spacers based on

location and effectiveness.
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H
ost–parasite interactions and co-evolution are critical in a
wide range of ecological and evolutionary processes. They
shape microbial population structure, speciation and the

evolution of diversity, impact mutation fixation rates, influence
the ecology of pathogen virulence1,2 and affect the probability of
lineage extinction. Given their biosphere and technological
importance, the interactions of microorganisms with the viruses
that replicate within them are of special interest.

To enable coexistence with their viruses, bacteria and archaea
have evolved a variety of resistance mechanisms, including
prevention of phage adsorption, the inhibition of DNA injection,
restriction-modification systems and abortive infection
systems3–6. Recent research, first described in 2002, has demon-
strated the importance of a novel adaptive mechanism that
provides bacteria immunity to phage7,8, that is based on clustered
regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) loci
and their associated genes (cas)9–11. CRISPR–Cas immunity
involves a multistep process that begins with the acquisition of
short, exogenous nucleic acid fragments called spacers. CRISPR
locus transcription generates an RNA that is loaded onto a
ribonucleoprotein Cas complex, which cleaves the matching
exogenous nucleic acid (interference)12. The biochemistry of
interference has been extensively studied12–14, but spacer
acquisition, is not well understood. Short conserved proto-
spacer adjacent motifs (PAMs) flanking the spacer target on the
phage genome have been shown to be required for silencing of
invading elements, but their role in spacer acquisition remains
unclear12,15–17. Further, little is known about how the viral
genome is sampled by the Cas proteins, whether certain
fragments may be preferentially acquired or selected for, or of
the dynamics of phage–host genome co-evolution.

Here, we challenged S. thermophilus DGCC77109,18–20 with
lytic phage D297221 and monitored CRISPR locus expansion in
the bacterial population daily over 15 days (100 generations).
In contrast to prior research, where shallow sequencing of the
CRISPR locus was used to demonstrate spacer acquisition18,
we used 454-sequencing of PCR-amplicons to monitor the
expanding CRISPR loci at the leader end. The deep sampling
afforded by this approach allowed us to test for bias in the spacer
complement, both in terms of spacer representation and target
region on the phage genome, to evaluate the importance of the
PAM for spacer acquisition, and to track population fluctuations.
The research required development of bioinformatics tools to
recover and classify spacer sequences and to reconstruct locus
geometry. Locus geometry reconstruction allowed us to separate
the effects of proliferation of spacers due to increase in relative
abundance of host strains from high spacer abundance due to
insertion of the same spacer in multiple incorporation events. We
conducted two independent experiments with phage:host ratios
(multiplicity of infection, MOI) of 2:1 and 10:1, and targeted the
two active CRISPR loci, CRISPR1 and CRISPR3, both type II-A

CRISPR–Cas systems22. The repeatable unexpected bias in the
spacer acquisition observed in this work combined with the large
amount of data processed reveals further insight into this
CRISPR-Cas system step.

Results
CRISPR spacer deep-sequencing. Overall, we recovered 443,871
newly acquired spacer sequences from 554,803 sequencing reads
from three experimental series, across 15 daily samples
(Supplementary Table S1). Spacers sharing 80% sequence identity
over 80% of their length were grouped into spacer types to avoid
artifacts due to sequencing error (Supplementary Fig. S1 and
Computational analyses in Methods). Phage and host numbers
were similar in the two independent experiments with phage:host
ratios of 2:1 and 10:1, that targeted the two active CRISPR loci
experiments, and remained fairly constant, except for a dramatic
decline and recovery between days 3 and 5 (Fig. 1).

Sampled spacers are associated with PAMs. A PAM, AGAAW,
previously reported for CRISPR118,20 was identified in the direct
vicinity of 95.19% of the overall spacer sampled (Supplementary
Table S2). Interestingly, that perfect motif was associated with
only 45.85% of the unique phage targets, although single, double
or triple single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) accounted for
85.5%, 95.6% and 98.5%, of the unique PAMs, respectively
(Fig. 2). Given that extremely deep-sequencing at relatively
closely spaced time points captures cells throughout their life
cycle and not just those cells that survive and proliferate, this
result indicates that a PAM is important for spacer acquisition
although imperfect PAMs may be sampled. The perfect AGAAW
motif oversampling, might indicate increased efficiency for
CRISPR-mediated interference. Likewise, PAM polymorphism
may reflect flexibility in the biochemical processes that drive
crRNA-mediated interference.

Sensitivity of the approach and support of PAM importance.
Of all the unique spacer types sequenced, 1.23% uniquely matched
to D2766, a phage closely related to D2972. Likewise, 64.2% of the
unique D2766 proto-spacers had an AGAAW PAM (allowing for
one or two SNPs in the PAM, this increased to 90.5% and 96.2%,
respectively). The high incidence of PAMs associated with proto-
spacers in D2766 further supports both the involvement of this
motif in spacer acquisition and the tolerance for some poly-
morphism in the PAM (Fig. 2). Based on the number of incor-
poration events involving spacers unique to each phage, we infer
that phage D2972 was 35 times more abundant than D2766 (having
a ratio of number of independent events of unique spacer types
to each phage, of 7:1; Supplementary Table S3).
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Figure 1 | Dynamics of host–phage co-existence and co-evolution. The fluctuations in the number of plaque- (dashed lines) or colony- (straight lines)

forming units in the MOI2 (blue) and MOI10 (brown) experiments are shown across 15 days.
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Autoimmunity is rare and lethal. Surprisingly, we observed
acquisition of 120 spacer types (representing 0.04% of the 443,871
sampled spacers) matching the host chromosome, including 117
perfect matches, 78.33% of which were associated with a perfect
AGAAW PAM (97.5% allowing for one SNP in the PAM). We
investigated the incidence of this phenomenon by distinguishing
independent events in which spacers were sampled from the host
chromosome. Incorporation events were defined when one spe-
cific spacer type was flanked by different spacers. The average
number of events for self-targeting spacer types was 1.01 with a
spacer frequency of 1.36, indicating that autoimmunity generates
unstable and likely non-viable genotypes. This reflects an
imperfect ability of the host to differentiate self from non-
self23 and indicates strong selection against cells that acquire
self-targeting spacers, presumably because self-targeting spacers
are lethal.

Selection of spacers shows unexpected bias. There are 233
candidate proto-spacers that can be theoretically acquired from
D2972 into CRISPR1 (AGAAW PAM, frequency of 95.19%), and
483 into CRISPR3 (GGNG PAM, frequency of 96.68%)19. In both
experiments, we noted that some specific CRISPR1 and CRISPR3
spacers were highly represented in the set of newly acquired
spacers. More importantly, we found that 9 of the 20 most
frequently sampled CRISPR1 spacers were shared between the
two experiments (MOI2 and MOI10; Supplementary Table S4).
Similarly, 9 of the 20 most highly sampled CRISPR3 spacers also
were shared in the two experiments. Statistical analysis based on
probability revealed that this is a non-random over-sampling
of a subset of the proto-spacer pool (e-values of B1� 10� 9 and
B1� 10� 11 for CRISPR1 and CRISPR3, respectively).

For the MOI2 experiment, we identified the 10 most abundant
newly acquired CRISPR1 spacers in the bacterial population at
each of the 15 time points. When combined, this group includes
only 27 spacer sequences, and accounts for between 82% and 99%
of all spacers sampled on any individual day (Fig. 3). Similarly,
for the MOI10 experiment, only 35 CRISPR1 spacer types
represented between 82% and 99% of the spacers across the
fifteen time points (Supplementary Fig. S2). Analysis of day-to-
day variation (sum of the changes in spacer frequency between
consecutive days) revealed between 4.5% and 58.8% daily spacer
turnover (average 23%) in the MOI2 experiment and between
14.3% and 53.9% daily turnover (average 28%) in the MOI10

experiment. The most dramatic changes occurred in the first 4
days for both experiments, coinciding with the time period with
the highest fluctuations of bacterial and phage abundances
(Fig. 1). A similar trend was observed for the CRISPR3 locus
(Supplementary Fig. S3).

Rates of shifts in bacterial sub-population abundances. We
defined sub-populations based on the spacer type acquired at the
þ 1 location (the first newly acquired spacer, located on
the leader end, following the wild-type repeat-spacer array).
By tracking abundance patterns of specific þ 1 CRISPR1 spacers,
we detected rapid oscillations in relative abundances of the sub-
populations (for example, st_2 or st_3 at the þ 1 position in the
MOI2 experiment; Supplementary Fig. S4). Interestingly, in the
þ 2 or subsequent positions, only 16 of the 55 spacers were
shared between the two sub-populations (Supplementary Fig. S5).
This indicates elevated, rapid and extensive diversification of the
CRISPR complement is possible following acquisition of the first
spacer, as host–phage populations co-evolve.

Locus-based analysis of independent events. To investigate bias
in the proto-spacer representation, we counted the number of
times that each specific spacer sequence derived from phage
D2972 was sampled in a distinct event (Methods). Although one
spacer type was sampled in 41 distinct events (st_4 in Fig. 4), 75%
of all sampled spacers were represented by less than 10 events.
Interestingly, 80% of st_4 acquisition events occurred during days
4 and 5. In contrast, for other spacers (for example, st_14, st_10,
st_3), events accumulate progressively.

Further, 9% of the 233 predicted proto-spacers were never
represented, despite our analysis of 443,871 newly acquired
CRISPR1 spacer sequences. We noted that most highly sampled
spacers targeted five broad regions of the phage genome (Fig. 5).
This bias was also evident in terms of the total number of times a
spacer was identified across the time series (overall spacer
frequency). The same bias in phage genome targeting was evident
in both experiments, and for both CRISPR–Cas systems, despite
different PAMs for CRISPR1 and CRISPR3.

Finally, tracking of lineages based on specific spacer incor-
poration events revealed the proliferation of early-rising sub-
populations and the persistence of some strains over the time.
Notably, we observed indications of sweeps, bottlenecks and
fluctuations of the most-represented spacer types over time
(Fig. 6).

Discussion
Metagenomics has been used previously to characterize natural
microbial communities, but has been rarely used to monitor
experiments. The S. thermophilus DGCC7710–phage D2972
co-culture serves as a model system for analysis of CRISPR locus
dynamics. In our experiments (without previous selection), we
detect a vast population diversity defined by the CRISPR spacer
repertoire (a total of 3,256 distinct genotypes sampled). This is
the first study documenting such diversity generated within an
initially clonal population over a short time period. The
identification of a migrant laboratory phage in the experiment
suggests that PCR-based metagenomic analysis of CRISPR
spacers could find application in discriminating among potential
sources of a bacterial culture (for example, for tracking of
biological agents).

Daily turnover measurements indicate rapid evolution in the
phage, presumably through escape mutation, a process necessary
for phage survival in the face of rapid CRISPR spacer acquisition
(Figs 3, 6 and Supplementary Figs S2, S3 and S4). One possible
explanation for this over-representation of some spacer sequences
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is that some regions of the phage genome are more readily
sampled by the CRISPR–Cas machinery than others. However,
we ruled out phage ssDNA secondary structure, GC content and
transcriptional patterns as potential explanations for the observed
bias. We observed that some highly sampled phage regions were
also targeted by wild-type spacers (Supplementary Fig. S6),
suggesting there is a link between existing immunity and novel
spacer acquisition. Perhaps wild-type crRNA homologous to
invasive DNA recruits the Cas machinery and drives novel spacer
sampling from the target DNA24, consistent with priming of the
CRISPR system by prior infection records25. Alternatively, some

spacer sequences may be highly represented within the host
population because they are strongly selected for. Similarly,
under-represented spacers may be ineffective. Intriguingly, in
both independent experiments, cells with a single þ 1 CRISPR1
spacer were more abundant than cells with additional spacers
(Supplementary Fig. S7). The higher abundance of cells with just
one highly sampled spacer compared with cells with more spacers
may also point to inequality in spacer value or a fitness cost
associated with immunity build up. Transcription of multiple
spacers would spread Cas protein complexes across CRISPR
RNAs with varying affinities, reducing immunity compared with
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a single highly effective spacer. The possibility of ‘super’ spacer
types or ‘super’ sensitive phage regions requires further
investigation. Engineered strains using specific genotypes, with
different combinations of highly efficient spacers or non-sampled
spacers will shed light on this mechanistic issue.

Methods
Model system. S. thermophilus strain DGCC7710 was grown in a
sterile 10% instant non-fat dry milk solution in diH2O,
followed by incubation at 42 �C. After reaching stationary phase
(7–8 h), 1% of the culture was used to re-inoculate fresh medium
on a daily basis. In the co-culture host–phage challenges,

bacteriophage D2972 was used, at multiplicities of infection of 10
and 2, with initial phage–host ratios of 10:1 and 2:1, respectively
(Supplementary Fig. S1).

DNA sequencing of S. thermophilus CRISPR1 and CRISPR3
loci. S. thermophilus genomic DNA of each time point was
extracted according to Cremonesi et al.26, only altering the lysis
solution (to raise pH) by adding NaOH before filtering. Before
sequencing, both CRISPR1 and CRISPR3 loci were amplified by
PCR with Pfu Ultra II Fusion HS DNA polymerase (Agilent
Technologies) with the corresponding primers for each time
point (Supplementary Table S5), and purified twice using Ultra

Prot # Protein function Location
Length

(bp)
#PAMs

CRISPR_1
#PAMs

CRISPR_3
Gene

expression*

4 8

1 414:827 413 6 7 Early

2 2

2 Terminase small subunit 1009:1461 452 7 4 Middle

3 Terminase large subunit 1448:2119 671 4 10 Middle

2

4 Terminase large subunit 2404:2991 587 5 10 Middle

5 Portal protein 3000:4505 1505 5 17 Middle

6 Capsid protein 4502:5395 893 11 10 Middle

2 2

7 Scaffold protein 5583:6164 581 6 7 Middle

8 Head protein 6184:6543 359 2 8 Middle

9 Major head protein 6562:7608 1046 7 13 Middle

10 7620:7781 161 1 3 Middle

11 7793:8134 341 3 5 Middle

12 8131:8445 314 0 6 Middle

13 8447:8785 338 5 5 Late

14 8787:9173 386 1 6 Late

15 Major tail protein 9187:9696 509 5 8 Late

1

16 9772:10125 353 4 4 Late

17 10176:10493 317 7 4 Late

18 Tail protein, TMP 10483:15036 4553 15 71 Late

19 Tail protein 15036:16571 1535 9 27 Late

20 Receptor-binding protein 16571:21388 4817 13 61 Late

21 Tail protein 21389:23410 2021 11 29 Late

22 23427:23813 386 4 5 Late

23 23839:23982 143 1 2 Late

24 24009:24341 332 4 4 Late#2

25 Holin 24366:24692 326 4 5 Late#2

26 24689:25288 599 0 14 Late#2

1

27 25334:25456 122 2 5

28 Endonuclease (intron) 25495:25680 185 6 2

29 Endolysin 25747:25974 227 2 6

3 3

30 26142:26273 131 0 3 Early

31 Cro-like repressor 26374:26583 209 4 1 Early

32 26600:26722 122 5 2 Early

33 26966:27439 473 6 10 Early

34 NTP-binding protein, SSAP 27436:28137 701 3 5 Early

35 Helicase 28094:29431 1337 6 20 Early

36 29438:29893 455 5 3 Early

37 Replication protein 29896:30711 815 6 24 Early

38 Primase 30698:32215 1517 19 11 Early

2

39 32466:32786 320 3 7 Early

40 32770:33021 251 1 3 Early

41 33029:33184 155 2 3 Early

42 DNA-binding protein 33185:33697 512 3 4 Early

43 33666:33992 326 2 4 Early

44 33996:34703 707 6 6 Early

Relative event counts#
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Clean PCR-purification columns (MoBio lab) and Qiaquick
Gel Extraction (QIAGEN) from an agarose gel. Each PCR
product was sequenced using 454 FLX Titanium high-throughput
technology at W.M. Keck Center for Comparative and Functional
Genomics (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). Details
of the number of sequences as well as spacers obtained per
experiment, time point and locus, are described in Supplementary
Table S1.

Determination of cell- and plaque-forming units. Two samples
of milk culture were taken to estimate total cell counts and phage
counts for each time point. One culture sample was serially
diluted in buffered peptone water and aliquoted onto pre-poured
plates of ‘‘Man, Rogosa and Sharpe’’ agar (MRS)27 for cell counts.
The other culture sample was centrifuged (13,000 r.p.m., 7min)
and the resulting whey was used to make dilutions in buffered
peptone water with 10mM CaCl2. Spot titre plates were made by
first growing DGCC7710 wild-type inoculating culture in MRS
broth with 0.3% non-fat dairy milk to an optical density (OD600

nm) of 0.2-0.5. The inoculating culture was then added at 10% to
MRS soft agar with 10mM CaCl2 and dispensed on MRS
pre-poured plates. Dilutions from the 10mM CaCl2 peptone
water were spotted on the overlay. All plates were incubated
overnight at 42 �C anaerobically.

Detection of phage D2766. Regions of homology among the five
phage genomes that flanked a heavily sampled region that were
polymorphic were investigated. The primers derived from that
strategy are located in position 25,037 (leader region) and 26,894
(reverse strand) in the corresponding D2972 genome. ACE-
phi1_fwd (50-TCAACTCAAGGAGCAG-30) and ACEphi1_rev
(50-CCATTACCTGTGCTTTTT-30) were the pair of primers
used to amplify the 1,857 bp polymorphic region. The primers
were used on whey for several transfers within a PCR reaction
containing also a high Pfu (Mastermix Polymerase) under the
following PCR conditions: 95 �C/5min, (95 �C/30 s, 47 �C/30 s,

72 �C/10min) � 30 cycles, 72 �C/5min. The resulting 3-kb
amplicon was Sanger sequenced. Two sequences (amplicon too
large to sequence across) were matched against our internal
database of Streptococcus phage sequences, and showed 98.78%
(forward) and 98.96% (reverse) identities to D2766.

Computational analyses. We developed a suite of tools for
identifying and analysing CRISPR spacers from DNA-sequencing
reads (described in detail in Sun et al.28). We restate the
procedure here briefly. The suite begins by identifying individual
sequencing reads containing a repeat sequence of interest using a
simple regular expression matching of the repeat sequence to all
reads. It then inventories information about the order of the
repeats and spacers on each read and then creates a database of
the results. We grouped spacers based on those sharing 80% in
length and 80% sequence identity to avoid over-representation
of spacers derived of possible 454-sequencing errors. We call a
grouping of 80% identity/80% length spacers a ‘‘spacer type’’, and
use these spacer types in the subsequent analysis. After processing
all the reads for an experiment, a report is generated containing a
summary of the unique spacer types and every configuration they
are found in across the entire data set. For example, if a sequence
contains the spacer types configuration A-B-C, it is treated as
distinct from A-C-B, or A-B or A-C, and so on. Identification of
spacers on reads is the basis for the following alignment step. See
Sun et al.28 for more details.

For this study, we developed ‘‘Crispralign’’ to align CRISPR
spacer types. As above, these types are based on the overlap of
reads carrying spacers in the same order. Crispralign determines
the frequency of each CRISPR spacer type and uses this frequency
to assist in creating a simple alignment. For example, if the
software encounters spacer type X with nothing preceding it, it
searches the entire data set to see what spacer normally precedes
X. If spacer type X was seen to follow spacer type Q twice and
spacer type Z 10 times, then the script will assume spacer type Z
was missing from this sequencing read and align spacer type F
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with those that following spacer type Z. Alternatively, if there is
no clear prevalence seen in the entire data set for a particular
spacer arrangement, gaps are introduced in the alignments
and compared with other spacer types found in the sample.
The Crispralign script and installation instructions can be
downloaded here: https://github.com/kueda/crispalign.
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